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4.8 MT CANOBOLAS MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAIL 

RECORD NUMBER: 2021/1435 
AUTHOR: Roxanne Betts, Project and Corporate Information Officer      
  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is to advise Council on the progress to-date undertaken for the Mt Canobolas 
Mountain Bike Trail and the project approval pathway. 

LINK TO DELIVERY/OPERATIONAL PLAN 

The recommendation in this report relates to the Delivery/Operational Plan strategy “1.1 
Live - Engage with the community to ensure recreation opportunities and facilities meet 
changing needs”. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Council adopted in the 2020/2021 financial year budget $500,000 to undertake the 
investigations and design of the trail. A September budget review will be undertaken to 
cover costs of any additional investigations required to be undertaken in accordance 
Environmental Impact Assessment approval process. 

POLICY AND GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS 

Nil 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the report on the Mt Canobolas Mountain Bike Trail be noted. 
 

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Consideration has been given to the recommendation’s impact on Council’s service delivery; 
image and reputation; political; environmental; health and safety; employees; stakeholders 
and project management; and no further implications or risks have been identified. 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

On the 3 November 2020, Council resolved to engage The Environmental Factor (TEF) to 
undertake the Development of the Environmental Impact Assessment and Design for 
Construction of the Mountain Bike Trail. Works commenced shortly thereafter and a 
summary is provided below. 

 Stakeholder engagement, 

 Preliminary constraints identification and design overview, 

 Preliminary trail Design 

 Ground truthing of detailed trail alignments, 

 Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment 

 Permits and approvals, and finalization of Master Plan 

 Approvals support 
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CONSULTATION TO DATE 

Council held a public forum on the 25 February 2021, the forum was well received with over 
100 participants in attendance. The forum addressed what investigations were being 
undertaken, the environmental impacts that constructed tracks had on the environment, 
cultural heritage impacts and identified no go (exclusion) zones in the State Conservation 
Area (SCA). Council have also presented to Cabonne Council on two occasions to answer any 
questions and to keep them up to date on the progress of the proposal. 

Orange City Council have also formed an Agency Stakeholder Working Group (ASWG) which 
includes members from Cabonne and Orange Councils, National Parks and Wildlife, Forestry 
Corporation of NSW, Dep of Planning, Industry and Environment, Crown Lands, Orange Local 
Aboriginal Land Council, Heritage NSW and The Environmental Factor and it’s consultants. 
The purpose of this Group is to engage with each department on the progress to-date and 
to receive any feedback. This committee has met on three occasions. 

Further to the ASWG, TEF have liaised with a wide range of community groups and 
individuals that provided input or data on the area, including interest group Canobolas 
Conservation Alliance (CCA). Council will continue to engage with Stakeholders throughout 
the process. 

 

STAGES OF THE PROJECT 

The initial stages of the project involved TEF combining all of the known constraints into a 
mapping system from data collated from their investigations and investigations undertaken 
and provided by third parties. Constraints are items such as cultural and archaeological 
significant artefacts, threatened and other significant species, fauna habitats, lichen, 
waterways etc. 

This enabled DirtArt to attend site and develop a network of trails using the constraints 
mapping. Each trail was reviewed and both TEF and DirtArt marked up locations to avoid the 
constraints and modified trails to avoid constraints. The key objectives when selecting trails 
were to:  

 avoid all ‘no go areas’ and areas of high sensitivity as defined by the ecological and 
cultural heritage constraints mapping 

 develop a strong network focus on shuttle uplift riding with a variety of descending 
trails to cater for a broad demographic  

 provide opportunities for a wide range of riding styles, abilities, and distances and to 
develop a stacked loop trail system where possible 

 place higher impact trails such as freeride/jump trails in areas with lower 
environmental value or previously disturbed 

 place trails in areas with reduced social conflicts 

 minimise crossings of existing roads and tracks 

 place trails in areas that provide cost effective construction conditions; and 

 provide active connections with the local mountain bike club’s trail development – 
including existing trails currently under construction and planned for the future. 
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The design of the Concept Trail Plan takes into consideration feedback from community and 
stakeholder groups wishing to see a more environmentally sympathetic design developed, 
as well as opportunities to construct a route which appeals to a wider audience and 
highlights the unique scenic qualities of the location. 

A crucial component of the project was the continued identification of the constraints. 
During the mapping process where areas of concern where further identified through new 
information, the trail design was amended to reflect those new constraints.  

The below example shows where additional Orchid Hotspots were identified where some of 
the concept trails pass through three of the features in the NE corner in the Crown lands at 
Trail Hub A, east near Track C14 and west near Track C12.  These Tracks were then altered 
or removed and the No-Go Constraints combined datasets were updated. 
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PROPOSED TRAILS 

Council propose that 104.4 km of new mountain bike trails will be submitted as part of the 
request for the project’s approval. This is broken into 71.7 km within the Mt Canobolas 
State Conservation Area, 27 km in Glenwood State Forest, and the remaining 6.3 km in land 
managed by Cabonne Council. The diverse network of trails will suit every level and type of 
rider from beginner through to expert. The proposed trail skill level is broken into four skill 
levels, Green Circle (33.3 km trail network), Blue Square (40.7 km trail network), Black 
Diamond (22.7 km trail network) and Double Black Diamond (7.8 km trail network). A map 
of the network is enclosed in this report for Council’s information. 
 
WEED INFESTATION 
During site investigations, access was impeded by weed infestation, particularly Blackberry 
(Rubus fruticosis spp. agg.). This made flagging the concept trail routes much slower than 
anticipated, and resulted in numerous minor injuries and delays. Walking the assessment 
corridor for Aboriginal heritage and ecological constraints identification was also difficult, 
with staff completing long days on site navigating the Blackberry within a set corridor. 
Images below show the width and height of black berries and ivy patches in the SCA among 
other identified weeds. This also highlights the need to address weed incursion in the SCA 
and surrounding areas. 
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Many locations were also damaged by pigs. An image of pig damage follows. 
 

 

 

OPPORTUNITY FOR PROJECT TO IMPROVE ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES 
As evidenced above the project team encountered significant unmanaged weed 
infestations. 
 
This was not surprising as the areas that the project team were predominately in to identify 
possible trails were by definition those areas with low environmental constraints and no 
cultural heritage constraints. With the resulting low visitation and no walking paths these 
areas have been left unattended and weed proliferation has occurred. 
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A positive outcome of the proposal should it succeed will see weeds in these areas managed 
to support the operation and maintenance of the trail network. 

 

FUTURE PROCESS FOR PROJECT APPROVAL 

With the preliminary investigations undertaken, proposed trail selected and the preliminary 
environmental impact assessment near completion, Council will be ready to begin the 
process of project approval. The following outlines the process of how this is achieved. 

At the time of this report being written, a Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment 
(PEIA) report is being finalised by The Environmental Factor to support an application to the 
Secretary of the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE) to request a 
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) to guide the preparation of an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed construction and operation of a 
network of mountain bike trails and the development of ancillary infrastructure on Mount 
Canobolas. 

The proposal involves submitting a development application (DA) for the Proposal under 
Division 4.7, section 4.36 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1975 (EP&A 
Act). The proposal is regarded as State Significant Development (SSD) through the effect of 
Schedule 1, clause 13(2)(b) of State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional 
Development) 2011 (SRD SEPP), being a recreational facility development with a capital 
investment value of more than $10 million and is located in an environmentally sensitive 
area of state significance.  

This PEIA considers the potential environmental impacts that may result from the proposed 
works and proposes preliminary safeguards to avoid, minimise, mitigate or offset these 
impacts.  

To support the preparation of this PEIA, a review of previous reports, databases and 
stakeholder-sourced information and assessments has been carried out. This PEIA is 
intended to guide the development of the EIS during the preparation of all planning 
approval documentation to be undertaken at a later date. 

The PEIA requests the Secretary prepare the Environmental Assessment Requirements 
(SEARs) to guide preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement for a State Significant 
Development (SSD) Application. 

A flowchart is provided below showing the process that Council will follow to obtain a 
project approval. The process is approximately 45 weeks from the date of lodgement and 
additional six weeks where an application is referred to the NSW Independent Planning 
Commission. 

The Draft EIA and Trail Masterplan will become publicly available once the report is lodged 
which will allow submissions to be received from the public. 
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ATTACHMENTS 
1 DRAFT- Mt Canobolas Trail Master Plan - Trail concept Overview Map, D21/43596  
2 Mt Canobolas Constraints Summary Report, IC21/15889  
  


